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CodeCrop today announces Snap 1.40, an update to their popular camera app for iOS devices. Snap
turns the iPhone camera into a productivity tool: snap a photo, write as many notes as you want, move
them with your finger and the picture is saved with the notes overlaid on it. Easily share on Facebook,
Twitter and more. Version 1.40 brings a new interface to add notes directly on the image with live
changes. And now you can add the address of an image using the symbols keyboard.
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Sao Paulo, Brazil - CodeCrop today is pleased to announce Snap 1.40, an update to their camera app for
iOS devices. Snap turns the iPhone camera into a productivity tool: snap a photo, write as many notes as
you want, move them with your finger and the picture is saved with the notes overlaid on it. Easily share
on Facebook, Twitter or email. Version 1.40 brings a new interface to add notes directly on the image
with live changes. And now you can add the address of an image using the symbols keyboard.
Snap is a camera app designed to turn the iPhone camera into a productivity tool: Snap a photo, write as
many notes as you want, move them with your finger and the picture is saved with the notes overlaid on
it. Sharing on Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Evernote, Flickr, Instagram or email is just a touch away.
Other apps can also do this but only Snap has a beautiful, fast and intuitive interface that makes all this
easy and fun. Snap is so fast and easy to use that it can be a great replacement for the iPhone's built-in
camera app and be used in a number of situations:
* You're shopping for a new couch and taking a lot of pictures of your choices but later on you don't
remember all the prices? Just write the prices on your picture. You can also write the dimensions, name
of the store, name of the salesperson, anything!
* Just moved to a new house and need to remember the size of your rooms so you can shop around?
Just take a picture and write down all you want.
* Want to remember how this great wine you're drinking tastes like and how much it costs? Snap a
picture of the bottle and write it all down!
* Want to document your kid's homework? Take a picture and write the date, grade, description and
keep them forever!
* Just met a few people and are afraid to forget their names? Take a group picture and label everyone.
* Traveling? Write the names of all the places you've been so you don't forget when showing them to
your friends.
* Want to have some fun? Take pictures from your friends and family and add captions, subtitles and
labels. Kids love to play with Snap's intuitive interface.
All this in a very easy to use app with a beautiful and intuitive interface very similar to the iPhone's
built-in camera app. See Snap in action in a 1 minute video.

What people are saying:
"... the app does what it says! If you've ever come across a need to annotate photos, or think you could
use something like this, then grab Snap!" - Christine Chan, AppAdvice
"Snap! Was Extremely Easy To Use And So Practical. I Can Definitely See Myself Putting This App
To Use In My Home." - The iPhone Mom
"I like using Snap! because it is one of those apps that does a task efficiently and cleanly, and does it
well. The simplicity of use is fantastic and once you start using it, you'll find that you can't help but
annotate before you fire pics off to FaceBook or Twitter." - AppleBitch
"Overall Impressions: Marvelous and I would highly recommend this app to a friend or colleague." iApp4 US user review
"This app is awesome and very easy to use.... So helpful.... Thanks!" - Tina K US user review
"Brilliant tool! - This thing is seriously good - it has a simple interface but there is lots of power. ... Easy
to use for casual use, but actually powerful enough for research and professional work!" - loblolly New
Zeland user review
"I've always wanted this" - iAddicted 2010 US user review
Other great features include:
* Exclusive: Insert symbols: A special keyboard with lots of symbols. No other app has this keyboard.
You can also add the current date, time and GPS coordinates (real address coming soon)
* Zoom: Digital zoom just like with the built-in camera. You can zoom using the pinch gesture
* Color: Now you can change the text and box color as well as the font and size of the text
* AirPrint: Print your annotated photos from your iPhone
* Photo Library: Write on ANY image of the iPhone's photo library, not only on the pictures taken with
the app
* Auto save: Users don't have to worry about saving pictures. Snap saves everything in the background
so the user can keep snapping and taking notes
* Geotag: Picture's location are saved on the image file, just like on the iPhone built-in camera app (iOS
4.1 or greater only)
* Touch to focus: Touching on the screen sets the focus anywhere (iPhone 4 or 3GS)
* Touch for exposure: Touching twice sets the light exposure (iPhone 4 or 3GS)
* Flash: Control the flash on the iPhone 4 just like on the built-in camera app
* Front Camera: With the iPhone 4, it's possible to take pictures with the front camera just like on the
built-in camera app
* Picture quality: Choose from high quality or low quality pictures
* Pinch and zoom: Users can add notes to specific areas with a different font size
* Orientation: Portrait and landscape orientation when adding notes
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch (4th generation)
* iPad 2 Wi-Fi, and iPad 2 Wi-Fi 3G
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 7.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Snap 1.40 is $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available worldwide exclusively
through the App Store in the Photography category.
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CodeCrop is a software company designing iPhone and iPad applications. Our focus is on the user and
how to make the experience of using our apps as pleasant as we can. CodeCrop is located in Brazil but
we have partners and collaborators all over the world. Copyright (C) 2011 CodeCrop. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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